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No significant improvement forecast for 2011
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RETAIL COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Key points
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Figure 23: Leading UK furniture retailers, 2010/11
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ScS
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Steinhoff UK
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Figure 42: Retail offering and store portfolio of Steinhoff UK, June 2011
RETAIL ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
Key points
Sector advertising expenditure
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Expenditure by month
Figure 47: Topline spend, by month, 2007-10
Figure 48: Main media advertising expenditure on furniture and furnishings, by month, 2010
Recent advertising campaigns
BRAND RESEARCH
Brand map
Figure 49: Attitudes towards and usage of furniture retailer brands, May 2011
Brand attitudes
Figure 50: Attitudes, by furniture retailer brand, May 2011
Brand personality
Figure 51: Furniture retailer brand personality – macro image, May 2011
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Correspondence analysis
Brand experience
Figure 53: furniture retailer brand usage, May 2011
Figure 54: Satisfaction with various furniture retailer brands, May 2011
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Figure 57: Furniture retailer brand recommendation – Net Promoter Score, May 2011
Brand index
Figure 58: Furniture retailer brand index, May 2011
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Figure 60: Target groups, May 2011
Figure 61: Furniture retailer brand usage, by target groups, May 2011
Group One – The Conformists
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THE CONSUMER – WHERE DO WE SHOP FOR FURNITURE?
Key points
IKEA and Argos are the most used stores but market is fragmented
Figure 62: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, June 2011
Trend shows purchasing activity down sharply
Figure 63: Outlets used to purchase any furniture in the last three years, 2006-11
Home shopping the only winner
Department stores and small chains and independents retaining relevance
DIY stores outperform kitchen specialists but both suffering from reduced purchasing activity
Large furniture chains suffering from lack of footfall
IKEA has strong appeal to young and affluent adults
Argos achieves broad appeal
DIY doing well among ABC1 families
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Figure 64: Repertoire of number of outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, June 2011
THE CONSUMER – ATTITUDES TOWARDS SPENDING ON FURNITURE
Key points
Risk-averse consumers are hard to motivate
Figure 65: Consumer attitudes towards spending on furniture, June 2011
Purchasing being deferred, even when replacement is needed
Value important to all
Affordability a big issue for younger adults
Credit deals to act as a lever
The influence of attitude to spending on stores
THE CONSUMER – FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF STORE
Key points
Consumers are highly receptive to promotions
Figure 66: Factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, June 2011
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Quality assurance and sustainability have credence among affluent consumers
Contemporary, exclusive and custom-made designs are an influence on high spending customers
Immediate availability a key attribute
Unlocking demand with credit and flexible payment terms
Help from staff and past experience more important to older consumers
Branded and British-made furniture of secondary importance
Factors influencing choice and use of stores
THE CONSUMER – FURNITURE SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR
Key points
Promotions drive footfall, especially among younger shoppers
Figure 67: Shopping behaviour for furniture, June 2011
Older shoppers looking for value rather than cheapness
Retailer loyalty strongest among older people
Ineffectual advertising
Shopping around takes time and multi-channel touch points can help
But non-store shopping is still fairly limited
Service issues more important to older consumers
Convenient and flexible home delivery has wide appeal
Multi-category stores appeal to younger shoppers
Furniture buying behaviour and use of stores
APPENDIX – INTERNAL MARKET ENVIRONMENT
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Figure 70: Consumer Price Indices for furniture and furnishings, Jan 2009-May 2011
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Figure 76: Agreement with selected lifestyle statements, by demographics, 2010
APPENDIX – BROADER MARKET ENVIRONMENT
Figure 77: Housing Transactions – Q1 2008-Q1 2011
Figure 78: Housing equity withdrawal, 2008 Q1-2010 Q4
Figure 79: Trends in exchange rate between the US Dollar and euro and Sterling, Monthly Average – Jan 2008-May 2011
APPENDIX – BRAND RESEARCH
Figure 80: Brand usage, May 2011
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Figure 84: Store satisfaction, May 2011
Figure 85: Store recommendation, May 2011
Figure 86: Brand attitude, May 2011
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Psychographic Segmentation
Figure 89: Profile of target groups by demographic, May 2011
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Figure 91: Store usage, by target group, May 2011
Brand index
Figure 92: Store index, May 2011
APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER – WHERE DO WE SHOP FOR FURNITURE?
Figure 93: Most popular outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by demographics, June 2011
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Figure 95: Other outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by demographics, June 2011
APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER – ATTITUDES TOWARDS SPENDING ON FURNITURE
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Figure 97: Next most popular consumer attitudes towards spending on furniture, by demographics, June 2011
Figure 98: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by most popular consumer attitudes towards spending on furniture, June 2011
Figure 99: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by next most popular consumer attitudes towards spending on furniture, June 2011
APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER – FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF STORE
Figure 100: Most popular factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, by demographics, June 2011
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Figure 102: Other factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, by demographics, June 2011
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Figure 104: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by most popular factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, June 2011
Figure 105: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by next most popular factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, June 2011
Figure 106: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by other factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, June 2011
Figure 107: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by least popular factors considered important when choosing to buy furniture, June 2011
APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER – FURNITURE SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR
Figure 108: Most popular shopping behaviour for furniture, by demographics, June 2011
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Figure 110: Other shopping behaviour for furniture, by demographics, June 2011
Figure 111: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by most popular shopping behaviour for furniture, June 2011
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Figure 113: Outlets used to purchase furniture in the last three years, by other shopping behaviour for furniture, June 2011


